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Content
0:15
Why didn’t he deploy younger? First opportunity was when he was a
lieutenant during the Yugoslavia era. He thinks it was for a composite
reserve infantry company [prior to Bosnia?], but got told the officer
slate was filled. Calgary Highlanders who did deploy did very well,
bringing their civilian talents to bear. He put his name in several times,
but being a teacher with two children meant he’d lose his seniority as a
teacher. He wasn’t prepared to do that. It wasn’t for lack of trying.
2:40
What’s it like watching vets come back? That weighed on his mind.
They talked to vets in order to help adjust training plans to make them
more realistic. You can play a larger role by training soldiers. He felt
Highlanders had high standards. Wanted to transmit the lessons
learned. Many vets told him they were happy with the training they
had received prior to deploying.
5:00
Changes noticed? Back in the 80s, the Highlanders had good relations
with 1 PPCLI getting assistance on ranges, training and social links. It
was a natural transition to move from Highlanders to Patricias. There
were course equivalency challenges, deficits. Soldiers found their sense
of belonging was significant. They came back and told him what a
difference their Reserve identity meant to them. Regular Force
members have told him how well Highlanders did later in Yugo and
Afghanistan. It’s all about personalities. Great people in both forces.
He’s glad to see how it’s evolved from the low budget days of the early
1980s.
9:15
Afghanistan TAV? He was the G9 at LFWA HQ. BGen Tim Grant talked
to him about joining him in Afghanistan before he took over from BGen
Fraser. Grant wanted him due to “tough go’s” with CIMIC initially.
Eleven went with LCol Hope but they were struggling. They were seen
by some as a burden; others didn’t know how to use them. Capt Trevor
Green had been struck with an axe during a shura. This affected CIMIC
morale. They also lost Capt Bill Turner and he was killed by an IED,
along with three others in his Gwagen. Villiger asked to go to the
Provincial Reconstruction Team. Left on a Friday night and returned a
week later on Sunday. It was 48 Celsius on arrival in Camp Mirage.
13:15
Culture change? Initial impression was to fall back on his discipline
and training. Everything came together. Got bombed up in Mirage.
Aircraft jinked around to avoid rockets over Kabul, then on to
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Kandahar. Then off to PRT with rounds up the spout. “At that moment
I realized my drills and skills were coming forward.” He recalls being
very relaxed. Didn’t have any fear of being bombed or shot. It was a
relaxing time for him. Main thrust was to talk to the CIMIC operators,
give them a hug or pat on the back, and just to listen to them.
Their concerns? They’re akin to a FOO party. A highly specialized
group of people for the commander who can bring some extra punch to
the fight. He’s not sure Regular Force appreciated their relevance at
the time. They have a diverse background and can talk to civilians.
There were mayors, police officers, educators who can talk about
setting up schools etc. It might have taken one or two rotations to
realize their value. He heard some CIMIC operators were being used as
guards in towers. Shouldn’t be sock counters. Nowadays, people won’t
do without CIMIC. In 2005-2007 they were starting to prove their
worth.
Memorable event/day? One day at PRT he went into the CIMIC office
and the operators were absolutely drained. In April-May 2006 things
were intense. There was a banging on the door. He was called to a
meeting with General Hillier, who was also visiting. For an hour, he
listened in on this top-level briefing about the situation. “I’m a school
principal who’s now at a top-level strategic meeting.” A Chinook came
into the PRT, along with white Toyota pickup trucks. It was President
Karzai, with his local protection team/”hoods”, bristling with weapons.
“These guys were acting like they were coming into some kind of hot
zone.” Karzai was going to open a local hospital. C Company was
mobilized to be part of the escort, along with the pickup trucks. No
trouble, but a hell of a lot of activity for a guy from Calgary. He got a
push from behind, from then-Lt Ryan Palmer. He gave him an Afghan
flag to bring back. He recalls kids throwing rocks at his vehicles.
Op PROTEUS? In 2010 he was on Directing Staff at Canadian Army Staff
College. He got a call from LCol Ed Staniowski about going to Palestine.
The DS in place had to head home. Villiger was needed to finish his
tour, the final three months. He was briefed in Jerusalem. There were
18 Canadians on the mission. They assisted in setting up joint
operations centres. He was part of a road team with Col Peter Scott,
instructing Palestinians. They lived in Ramallah. A small apartment
with two bedrooms, though rundown. They left Ramallah and taught at
Presidential Guard Camp in Jericho, six days a week. They could bring
their armoured vehicle and park it near the classrooms. Camp was
built with American money, fairly modern. The Intermediate
Leadership Training Course was designed for seven different groups in
Palestinian organization—police, presidential guard, ambulance
services etc. The challenge was getting them to work together, captains
and majors. This was about the 12 th iteration. They needed a
translator to assist because not all students spoke English.
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They taught Palestinian security forces. Chief instructor was a police
chief from the UK. There were Dutch and Germans too. A Turk and a
British naval officer. They would meet first thing in the morning.
Students started with 2-3 special lectures around 8:30. There was
simultaneous translation available during special lectures. Then they
would break out into syndicate discussions. A Palestinian lieutenantcolonel shadowed him in order to become a DS. Villiger found there
was more friction in the classroom when the Palestinian officer
instructed in the classroom. He had a lot of relevance in assigning
marks, however. The course was six weeks long. They shut down for a
week during Eid. He only wore his uniform three times, including the
graduation parade. The Palestinians love uniforms. The course taught
the estimate, how to solve problems. Their goal was to have the skills
to become an independent state. He strived to provide information in
an unbiased manner. There was no enemy at the time.
Sensitivities around Israel? He thinks students were selected to
understand the complexity of the issues. Who would understand how
to work with the Israelis. They were vetted by the Israelis too. They
had to show they knew how to control the internal insurrection.
There’s also the hidden presence of Hamas, Hezbollah etc. Most issues
at that time were far from Jericho and Ramallah. He was not allowed to
go to Gaza.
His own attitudes? Before he went, he knew what average Canadian
knows about Israel and the West Bank. Arabs are volatile. And he
knew about the friction overall. Read some history. He only had a few
weeks to prepare—got his notice in September and arrived 18 October.
“We Canadians are neutral.” Had to be neutral and fair to avoid
controversy. Learned some Arabic. He found it tough to understand
the friction. He saw examples there of various religions coexisting.
Helmets and gas masks in their vehicles, but no weapons. Some
beautiful homes, but rubbled too. The country’s been beat up in the
past. He drove an armoured Mitsubishi SUV with a Canadian flag on the
door. People viewed them positively. Had to be vigilant, however.
People were welcoming and friendly, sharing their perspective on their
situation. As in a giant prison camp. The Israelis would do spot-checks
on the highways. Many checkpoints. Palestinians conducted their own,
more relaxed, checkpoints.
At the end of the day, he thought this is so complex, beyond him, but he
thought the answer was simple: “Get along. Everybody wants the same
things for their families.” Some Israelis wanted Palestinians to have a
better life too.
How effective? Students’ eyes were wide-open. Some wouldn’t make
eye contact. They’d never really worked together. At the end of the
course, they were extremely confident, networking with each other.
Their collective diversity was their strength. They realized the
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instructors were there as vital parts of their training. They had great
respect for their mentors. Wanted to know how to get ahead, how to
emigrate to Canada, get better at their jobs, or take better care of their
families. They were sincere about helping their state. They gave DS
Palestine scarves [he has one to show]. They were very appreciative. It
was a good time that changed him a bit. He was impressed at how
happy they could be with very little. Israelis were also a tight society.
They made a small contribution to a complex issue.
Stories? A couple of days. One day they got permission to visit a
monastery near Bethlehem. Only five priests, mostly Greeks, were
there. Stayed for several hours. Women not allowed inside. On the
way out, they drove a windy highway road. An SUV was doing 100 kph
in an area where everyone else was doing 30 kph. They braced for
impact. The other driver turned hard and flipped several times. “Shit,
he rolled it!” They went to help with first aid materials. It was impaled
on six-foot steel pickets. A woman was inside crying, two babies in the
vehicle. The male driver was furious, screaming and yelling at Peter
Scott in Arabic, blaming him for the accident. A very terrible scene. He
noticed a snake cut in half at the scene. The driver got his family out of
the vehicle. Other Toyotas arrived to take them away. Then the nearby
village started shooting rockets and flares, fireworks, into the air.
Bethlehem police came out and “pretended” to be taking photos of the
scene. He took his own. At the Bethlehem station, “a shit pit”, they
filled in forms that night. They completed witness statements. A week
later, “nothing happened”. There was not contact, so there was no
information. It was as if nothing had happened.
Sometimes Israeli jets flew over the camp, rocking the classroom while
he taught. Some great times travelling to places like Nablus. It’s
covered in posters of martyrs. “Look what Israelis did to us.” He thinks
Canadians live in Jerusalem now, not Ramallah. Fairly tight. Good
mission.
What did he get for cultural training? They got some secret
PowerPoints—“if you can email secret PPt”—information about IEDs,
kidnappings and other threats. Never allowed to be alone. Would
travel together to get a haircut. Always needed a co-driver. Briefings
included info on Palestinian security forces, how to communicate with
HQ, and a course on how to drive the armoured SUV. He learned more
once he got there, and when he returned home. He read Jimmy Carter’s
book, that equates situation to apartheid. Did basic weapons training,
but they were held in Israel, not Palestine. Had a week-long handover
on the ground.
Best learning as a soldier is how to work with people, not handling a
rifle. It’s all about people working together. “The Canadian soldier is
the best at that. Bringing people together. We don’t have the interest
to conquer others.” He always looked for the best in people. To
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